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DIGITAL DECEPTION
How a Major Democratic Dark Money Group Exploited Digital
Ad Loopholes in the 2018 Election
Majority Forward was one of the top-spending “dark money” groups in the 2018
elections, reporting approximately $46 million in independent expenditures to the
Federal Election Commission (FEC) in 2018 while keeping its donors hidden from the
public.1
But new evidence shows Majority Forward secretly spent more on undisclosed digital
political ads targeted at voters in states with competitive Senate seats.
Thanks to gaps in federal campaign finance law, Majority Forward never reported its
spending on these digital ads to the FEC. Voters targeted by these ads—which stated
only that they were paid for by “The Tax Scam”—were given no indication that a major
Democratic dark money group was funding them.
Using the combined new tools of ProPublica’s Facebook ad archive and Facebook’s
own ad archive, Campaign Legal Center (CLC) identified this little-noticed and
unreported Majority Forward digital campaign in the 2018 elections. But this is likely
only one example among many—indeed, Majority Forward’s tactics echo those
employed elsewhere, such as in Alabama shortly before the December 2017 special
election.2
For years, thanks in large part to obstruction by
Congress has failed to
companies like Facebook, the FEC has
update campaign finance
exempted digital political ads from the
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on any other medium, even as political ad
activity moves increasingly online.3 Meanwhile,
Congress has failed to update campaign finance law for the digital age, omitting many
online ads from the reporting requirements that apply to political spending on other
mediums.
The story of The Tax Scam offers a glimpse into what greater transparency around
digital political ads can reveal—and shows why Congress needs to codify and protect
that transparency by updating our campaign finance laws for the 21st century.

The Tax Scam
In early 2018, a Facebook page called The Tax Scam began running targeted ads
attacking Republican candidates for voting in support of the tax bill, and praising
Democrats for voting against it.
The Tax Scam’s early ads preceded Facebook’s new disclosure requirements, but were
captured by ProPublica’s political ad collector. Ads run in March 2018, for example, only
stated that they were “Sponsored” and suggested they were paid for by “The Tax
Scam”:4

The Tax Scam is not registered as a political committee with the FEC. There is no record
of it having incorporated in any state, or of having filed reports with the IRS.
The “about” section of The Tax Scam’s Facebook page provided no details about the
group.5 The ads directed viewers to the website RepublicanTaxScams.com, which also
gave no information about who was funding the ads, according to an archived version
of the now-defunct website.6 There was no “paid for by” disclaimer,7 which is required
for websites run by political committees. There wasn’t even an “about us” page. 8
The mysterious Tax Scam operation encountered an obstacle in May 2018, when
Facebook began requiring that all political ads include a disclaimer stating who paid
for them. Facebook also began placing all political ads in a public archive, even those
that it ultimately took down.
According to Facebook’s political ad archive, shortly after the new disclaimer
requirements took effect, The Tax Scam attempted to continue running ads, but
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Facebook took them down because the ads didn’t include a “Paid for by” disclaimer: 9

Facebook says it took the ads down once it determined they were in violation of
Facebook’s new policy,10 but not before the ads had been running for about two weeks
and had reached thousands of potential voters. For example, the ad mentioning Jacky
Rosen gathered between 10,000 and 50,000 impressions from Facebook users in
Nevada before it was taken down just a week before the Nevada primary. 11
Then, after the first week of June 2018, The Tax Scam went silent.

The Tax Scam benefitted from—and exploited—gaps in the law
It turns out that The Tax Scam is a project of Majority Forward, the dark money
nonprofit arm of the Senate Majority PAC (SMP), a Democratic super PAC.12 But you
wouldn’t know it by looking at The Tax Scam’s ads, or visiting The Tax Scam Facebook
page, or reviewing The Tax Scam’s websites.
If these ads had been run on TV, some would have been subject to legal disclaimer and
reporting requirements.
Under current law, “electioneering communications” are defined as broadcast — but
not digital — ads run near an election that name a candidate, and are targeted to that
candidate’s voters, even if they don’t expressly tell viewers to vote for or against a
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candidate.13
For example, ads targeting North Dakotans and praising then-Senator Heidi Heitkamp,
or attacking her opponent Kevin Kramer, began running May 21, 2018, which fell within
the electioneering communication period for the North Dakota primary.14 These ads
would have been legally required to include “paid for by” disclaimers if broadcast on TV
or radio, and Majority Forward’s spending on them would have been reported to the
FEC if it exceeded reporting thresholds:

But because these ads were run online, they could
remain shrouded in secrecy without breaking any
laws. The ads did not tell viewers that Majority
Forward paid for them, nor did Majority Forward
report its spending to the FEC.

Because these ads
were run online, they
could remain shrouded
in secrecy without
breaking any laws.

Under current law, politically active nonprofits like
Majority Forward need only report their spending
on digital ads that expressly advocate for or against
the election of candidates. Spending on digital ads that praise or attack candidates, but
stop short of express advocacy, need not be reported—even when those ads are run
shortly before an election.
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Majority Forward likely calculated that its ads would be more effective if they appeared
to come from an issue-focused organization called The Tax Scam rather than from a
national Democratic dark money group. Federal campaign finance law’s digital blind
spot allowed them to get away with it.

Congress Should Bring the Law Into the 21st Century
Majority Forward’s misleading Tax Scam project was not an outlier.
In the 2016 election, 25 percent of political ads run in the final weeks of the race
mentioned the two major party presidential candidates, and therefore would have
been subject to disclosure as “electioneering communications” if run on TV or radio,
according to research by University of Wisconsin-Madison Professor Young Mie Kim
and her team, Project DATA (Digital Ad Tracking & Analysis), which collected and
analyzed millions of political ads.15 The funding sources or organizations behind many
of these Facebook ads remain unknown. Moreover, reports prepared for the Senate
Intelligence Committee showed that Russia’s online influence efforts stretched across
several platforms—Facebook, Instagram, YouTube, Pokémon Go, and others—and
similarly exploited digital transparency gaps to run ads and push messages under
innocuous sounding names.16
Recent developments, like the launch of Facebook’s political ad archive, have provided
voters, journalists, and watchdogs more information than ever before about digital
political advertising. At the same time, the limits of these self-regulatory efforts
underscore why we cannot outsource our democracy solely to private tech companies
whose ultimate responsibility lies with their shareholders rather than voters.
For example, when The Tax Scam refused to include disclaimers on its ads, Facebook
took them down. But not before its ads were able to run disclaimer-free for weeks,
including in states where the electioneering communication period had already begun
and the primaries were rapidly approaching.
As the 2018 elections proceeded, other limits of
Facebook’s voluntary disclaimer requirements
became more clear. Reporters at the New York
Times and Vice found that Facebook ads could
easily be run under names like “Mike Pence” or a
“freedom loving American Citizen exercising my
natural law right,” because it turns out that
Facebook allows advertisers simply to fill in the
disclaimer field with whatever text they choose. 17
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What disclaimer requirements currently
apply to dark money groups’ digital
ads?
For years, digital political ads routinely failed to
include disclaimers stating who paid for them. In
large part, this is because the FEC in a series of
advisory opinions created a loophole where
political advertisers could evade legal disclaimer
obligations by claiming their digital ads were too
small to accommodate a disclaimer.
In 2018, Facebook created the space to include
disclaimers, and began asking advertisers to
provide them. After that, advertisers could no
longer assert that their ads fell under a legal
exception from disclaimer requirements. They
were legally obligated to publicly disclose the
name of the committee paying for the ads.
The problem, however, is that the law’s
disclaimer obligations largely only apply to
candidates, parties, and PACs. Dark money
groups are only subject to disclaimer
requirements if their online ads expressly
advocate for or against candidates.
As a result, Majority Forward was not legally
obligated to include a disclaimer on its Tax Scam
ads, which attacked or promoted candidates but
didn’t expressly tell viewers how to vote. The
only disclaimer obligations came from Facebook.

As a result, Facebook would likely
have allowed the Tax Scam
Facebook page to run ads with
disclaimers stating they were “paid
for by The Tax Scam,” even if they
were actually paid for by Majority
Forward. But the porous nature of
Facebook’s disclaimer standards
was not yet apparent in early 2018.
Fortunately, there are some
relatively easy fixes to these
problems. Legislation like H.R. 1, the
“For the People Act,” and the
Honest Ads Act—first introduced in
2017 with bipartisan support—
would formally subject online ads
to the same disclaimer and
disclosure requirements that
currently apply to ads run on any
other medium.18
Bills like these would update our
campaign finance laws for the
digital age by extending the
“electioneering communication”
definition to include digital ads,
clarifying disclaimer requirements,
and requiring large platforms to
maintain copies of ads they host in
a publicly searchable database,
among other provisions.

If these requirements had been in place in 2018, Majority Forward would have had to
report its spending on many of the Tax Scam ads to the FEC, and would have been
legally required to include a disclaimer stating that the ads were paid for by Majority
Forward.
These changes would shine a spotlight on the forces behind campaigns like the Tax
Scam, and would provide the sponsors with fewer tools of deliberate obfuscation to use
in the first place.
If Congress fails to bring our campaign finance laws into the 21 st century, these tactics
designed to keep voters in the dark will only return with greater force in 2020 and
beyond.
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